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Know the facts about COVID-19 

COVID-19, also known as the Coronavirus, is a virus that causes a respiratory 
illness with symptoms similar to the common cold. Symptoms and severity of 
symptoms vary from person to person. COVID-19 is most commonly spread from 
person to person through: respiratory droplets, person to person close contact 
and touching an object that was infected with COVID-19, then touching your 
eyes, nose and mouth before washing and/or sanitizing your hands. Symptoms of 
COVID-19 may take up to 14 days to appear after an exposure.  

Symptoms of COVID-19 include, although not limited to: 

• New or worsening cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Fever or chills
• Sore throat
• Fatigue or weakness
• Muscle or body aches
• New loss of smell or taste
• Headache
• Congestion or runny nose
• Gastrointestinal symptoms (abdominal pain, diarrhea, vomiting)
• Feeling very unwell

The risk of infection amongst North Americans remains high at this time, which means we must 
continue to be vigilant and follow national and local guidelines.  

v You must stay home if you or anyone in your household or anyone you have been in close
contact with is feeling unwell or sick. (In particular showing signs of the above symptoms)
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How to prevent the spread of COVID-19 

There is a lot that remains unknown about COVID-19, although, we do know 
the mode of transmission from person to person is from respiratory droplets 
(Government of Canada, 2020). While following guidelines set by national & 
international government agencies, listed here are the steps to help prevent 
the spread of COVID-19 that UKI recommends are followed during all 
sanctioned events. Your current local area government mandates must be 
followed regardless of these recommendations. 

ü Masks  must be worn when physical distancing of 2m (6’) cannot be maintained
outdoors & at all times in any indoor buildings even if you've been vaccinated.
This includes

• Morning briefing/checking in
• Course Walk Throughs
• Gate Keeping
• Scoring & Scribing/Timing
• Course Building
• Ring Crew
• Leash Runner

Competitors should wear masks while running indoors.  Shows may mandate that all 
competitors must wear a mask at all times. 
Judge(s) should, but are not required to wear a mask while judging, as long as they can 
keep 6’ (2m) from person to person & local laws allow this. At any time, where the judge 
must speak to a competitor, scribe or gate keeper a mask must be worn.  
ALWAYS Maintain physical distance of 6’ or 2m. 
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PROTECT OTHERS: 
Anyone, including any 

competitor, trial 
committee member, 

judge or volunteer must 
stay home if you or 

anyone in your household 
or anyone you are in close 

contact with is feeling 
unwell or sick 

ü Hand Hygiene is crucial in preventing
the spread of COVID-19. Hand hygiene,
although always important during day to
day activities, UKI recommends to
thoroughly wash/sanitize your hands

• After using the washroom facilities
• Before touching your eyes, nose and

mouth
• Before and after putting on your face

mask
• At any time, you touch or adjust your

face mask
• After touching commonly touched areas,

such as: agility equipment, door
handles, table tops, computers,
pens/pencils etc.

ü Gloves
The CDC & Health Canada and other agencies do NOT recommend the use of
disposable gloves. The proper use of gloves is intended for medical professionals who
have been trained in proper donning and doffing of gloves. Improper use of gloves
may result in the spread of COVID-19.
Simply washing your hands with soap and water for 20 seconds or using at a minimum,
a 60% alcohol-based hand sanitizer is sufficient protection against COVID-19.
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COVID-19 Trial protocol & recommendations 

UKI recommends the use of the following protocol during a sanctioned event. Information 
used is based on CDC & WHO guidelines. Please refer to and review your local governments 
COVID-19 measures and adjust accordingly, as some restrictions differ from region to region 
and are always changing. All government regulations in the area of your event must be 
followed. All competitors, members, workers, volunteers must comply. 

Course Design 
• Show Managers are always encouraged to be engaged with their judge (s) on course

design, however, now more importantly course design and ring layout should be
considered.
Such like:

- Nesting, to prevent significant course changes to limit person to person contact.
- Consider using the same entry/exit of the ring for the day, which will allow show

managers to control the flow of handlers in and out of the ring\venue.
- And as always, ensure course flow safety of all competitors, dogs and

volunteers.

Briefings 
• A written general briefing is recommended and made available to every competitor

prior to the arrival to the venue. This could be added to your confirmation email.
• A written course briefing is recommended and made available to every competitor.

Printed copies of the course briefing can be added to the course maps.
• If a verbal briefing is required, UKI recommends, if possible, the use of a microphone

to allow competitors to hear the briefing without the need to gather together.
• Add briefings and other pertinent information to social media pages and other online

means.
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Measuring Dogs 
• During this time, it is not necessary for shows to measure dogs and alternatives to

measuring are recommended in areas where social distancing practices are quite
restricted.

• If a competitor or judge is concerned about the height the dog should be jumping – a
wicket or measuring device can be set at the jump height cut off and the handler can
check their dog against this cut-off. The handler should disinfect their hands and the
device before and immediately following the use of the device ending with washing their
hands before touching anything further.

• If a judge and show feel comfortable measuring dogs that do not require extreme close
contact between judge and the dog’s handler, then measuring can take place but both
judge and handler must wear a mask while doing so and follow all disinfecting and
hygiene rules before and after measuring each dog. Only one handler and one dog will be
allowed in the measuring area at a time.

Leash Runner 
• An inexpensive pick-up stick or grab stick can be used to preventing touching and

handling of leashes.
• Hand hygiene before and after handling a leash is recommended as well as disinfecting

the grab stick.
• Alternatively, handlers may place their leashes themselves at a location designated by the

judge at the end of the course that they can retrieve themselves.

Scribe\Timer 
• One person should scribe and time.
• Use of at least 60% alcohol-base cleaner to disinfect scribing/timing equipment, such as

electronic timing machine, manual timers, pens/pencils, computers or any other item used
by the scribe and timer during your UKI trial.

Gate Keeper 
• Must wear a mask at all times. In certain regions there are regulations around shouting in

public spaces, as shouting widely spreads respiratory droplets more so, when compared
to speaking. The Gate is a common area where competitors will gather, it is also near the
entry to the ring. Competitors are not required to wear mask while running, this places the
competitor who is awaiting to enter the ring at risk, due to the gathering around the gate
keeper and shouting of the running order.

Agility Equipment 
• Course builders and ring crew (while wearing a mask) are to wash/sanitize their hands prior

to touching agility equipment and immediately following leaving the agility ring.
• Warm up jumps should have a hand sanitizer within access so competitors who need to

touch the jump can sanitize their hands before and after touching the bar. The jump bars
should be periodically sanitized throughout the day.
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• Strategies for the gate keeper includes:
o Printing multiple gate sheets and running orders to be posted throughout the

venue, for competitors to view. This in return will limit gatherings around the
gate keeper.

o Limit the number of people who gather around the gate keeper, entry/exit of
the ring.

o Using a microphone and speaker(s) for the gate keeper to use. This will
eliminate the need for the gate keeper to shout and allow competitors to hear
the running order without gathering while keeping physical distance.
Microphones are to be properly sanitized using alcohol-based sanitizer after
each use.

§ If possible, using an online means to update running orders and gate progress

Judge 
• During this time, it is recommended that judges are local and are not required to travel 

long distances, especially by air. If you’d like different course designs, consider asking out 
of town judges to design courses and have your local judge, judge them on the ground.

• Judge(s) are not required to wear a mask while judging unless local law mandates and as 
long as they can keep 2m from person to person.  At any time, where the judge must 
speak to a competitor, scribe or gate keeper a mask must be worn if they can not safety 
social distance. UKI strongly recommends judges wear a mask at all times indoors.

• During games the judge is required to shout the points awarded to the team in the ring. 
For the scribe to hear and properly score the run, the judge may be required to shout the 
points awarded. 
Here are strategies to use for judging games:

o The judge must wear a mask while shouting the awarded points for the scribe to 
hear.

o If shouting is listed as NOT permitted in your local government’s regulations, the 
scribe can follow the judge in the ring preventing the need to shout. Both the 
judge and scribe at this time must wear a mask.

o The judge may wear or hold a wireless microphone that is broadcasted directly 
to the scoring area or into earphones for the scribe to hear. This will prevent the 
judge to shout and by using the microphone the judge will not be required to 
wear a mask as long as the microphone is NOT shared with anyone other than 
the judge throughout the event. If the microphone is shared during the event, 
the judge must wear a mask during that time.
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COVID-19 Facil ity Protocol 
All venues & facilities are unique to each other, however, each venue must follow 
National and local Government regulations.  

Hand washing & sanitizing stations 
Competitors must have access to a hand washing station or at minimum, a 60% alcohol-base 
hand sanitizer. UKI does recognize that not all venues have running water, although, the best 
protection against COVID-19 is proper hand washing with soap and water.  
There should be alcohol-based hand sanitizer available at the following areas: 

• Each entry/exit of the venue
• Entry/Exit of the ring
• Outside washroom facility
• Gate Keeper
• Scribe/Timing
• Ring Crew chair/station
• Leash Runner
• Judges table/room
• Volunteer table/room

Cleaning/Sanitizing  
Commonly touched areas are to be cleaned and sanitized at least twice a day during your 
event.  

Mask 
Every competitor, judge, volunteer, staff and spectator must have access to a mask. Show 
Managers must have supplementary masks available for those who do not have a mask.  
Masks must be worn in all indoor venues and outside venues where social distancing is 
minimized. 

Physical Distancing  
All efforts to maintain 6’ (2m) must be done.   

Social gathering limit 
The definition of recovery phase measures of COVID-19 differs from state to state, province 
to province and even county to county. Please check your Governments regulations regarding 
social gathering limits. These government regulations must be followed. 

Contact and Trace 
You may also be asked to gather contact tracing information in the case of an outbreak. Be 
pre
pared to share names and phone numbers of ALL persons at your event.  

Ø All attendee’s must agree to this protocol or they may not attend your event.
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Hospitality 
Food and drinks should not be provided by the club. Competitors and helpers should bring 
their own drinks and food. 

Social Media 
UKI encourages competitors to take pictures, video runs and to post online while following the 
social media code of conduct outlined in the UKI Rules & Regulations. However, be aware that if 
you are asked to video other competitors run, before using their device, you must clean and 
sanitize their camera, phone, tablet etc., before and after using that device. Remember, once you 
post a photo and\or video online it is now available for the world to see. Please follow 
government regulations and your local government guidelines to ensure there are no breaches in 
regulations. Masks are to be worn at all times, where physical distancing cannot be maintained. 
A breach in regulations could result in an outbreak of the virus and the loss of the venue or show 

Awards/Prizes/Podium 
If handing out prizes and\or awards, a mask must be worn by both the presenter and the 
competitor\volunteer. 

• If a podium is being used, ensure there is a minimum of 6’ (2m) between each podium to
ensure physical distancing can be maintained.

• Consider setting ribbons out individually so that a competitor can pick up their own ribbon
without touching any other ribbons.

• Consider using an electronic transfer method for any prize money payments.

Flow of foot traffic. 
Show manager are to design a flow of traffic plan for their venue. With consideration of the entry 
and exit of the ring, specific entry and exit of the venue are to be enforced. 

Crating 
Crating area should allow for a minimum of 6’ (2m) between competitors. Encourage crating 
out of vehicles if it is possible and safe to do so.  
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Resources for Coronavirus Information & Updates  

As the information is ever changing for all aspects of this pandemic, it is the 
responsibility of all competitors, trial hosts, & volunteers to stay up to date with 
local, national & international information by visiting their government 
information centers for the most up to date information & regulations. Below are 
other national & international resources. All local Corona virus regulations and 
laws must be followed during your event. You must keep up to date with these 

regulations and notify your attendees of any changing measures. 

Pan American Health Organization 

https://www.paho.org 

Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 

https://www.cdc.gov  

Government of Canada 

https://www.canada.ca  

Coronavirus.gov 

https://www.coronavirus.gov 

Indoor venues 
As COVID-19 is spread through respiratory droplets, indoor venues face an extra challenge to 
minimize the risk of transmission of the virus. Following hand washing/sanitizing, mask 
wearing and physical distancing rules will help prevent the spread of infection however, 
indoor venues must be aware of the following risks: 

• Use of fans and atomizing machines (diffusor), in a small public space. Fans will
noticeably accelerate the flow of air, which may increase the spread of respiratory
droplets. If fans are needed to regulate interior temperatures, UKI recommends fans are
placed where the flow of air is faced towards outside, through a window or door. Ceiling
fans are acceptable; consider reversing the blades where the air flow is not being
pushed down. These steps could also improve the interior temperature of your venue.

• Atomizing machines like a diffusor are discouraged to be used in a small public space,
as the flow of air and mist it creates may increase the spread of respiratory droplets.
UKI considers a small indoor space less than 9,000 ft2.

Special thank you to Joe Boudreau for his contribution to this document 
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